Although insertions and deletions are a common type of evolutionary sequence variation, their origins and their functional consequences have not been comprehensively understood.
Introduction
In large-scale screens, the functional similarity of a pair of proteins is routinely assessed by an evaluation of standard parameters, such as sequence identity and/or similarity, resulting from alignment procedures with affine gap penalty scoring schemes. The reasoning behind this is that homology is correlated to significantly high alignment scores. Homology is also correlated to functional similarity (Gerlt and Babbitt 2000) , yet, an assessment solely based on these general criteria is quite insensitive. For example, it is well known that in the twilight zone, i.e. protein alignments between roughly 20% to 40% sequence identity, structural hence functional similarity cannot be reliably inferred (Rost 1999) . Therefore, in large-scale computational studies, it would be convenient to quickly filter protein pairs whose functional similarity and/or divergence can be more reliably assessed. The resulting, reduced output could subsequently undergo a truly thorough analysis supported by more sophisticated, runtime-expensive alignment procedures or even manual inspection.
The purpose of this paper is to outline novel, statistically sound ways towards such a filtering machinery by making use of the quite intuitive idea that insertions and deletions (indels), not substitutions, are the predominant evolutionary factor when it comes to functional changes, at least when indels are sizable, that is they are sufficiently long. This hypothesis has been widely believed.
For example, in extreme cases, indels could reflect the insertion or deletion of an entire domain which might lead to severe structural and functional changes. Moreover, reportedly, indels happen to occur predominantly in loop regions (Fechteler et al. 1995) . If sizable, meaning of length at least 5 positions, they can cause bulges in the proteins' interfaces (Fechteler et al. 1995) , which, for example, has been successfully exploited for the design of novel antibacterial drugs Nandan et al. 2007 ). Moreover, recent DNA studies show that indels are substantially involved in disease-causing hot spots in the human genome (Kondrashov and Rogozin 2004) again indicating their mutative power. In general, while being a common type of sequence variation, relatively little is known about indels (see section 1.1 for a summary).
In the following, we will describe a statistical framework with which to assess the significance of the length of indels occurring in Needleman-Wunsch like global alignments implementing affine gap penalty scoring schemes (Needleman and Wunsch 1970; Gotoh 1982) . The framework will be deduced from the pair hidden Markov models (HMMs) that are associated with these global alignments (Durbin et al. 1998) . The choice of this particular alignment procedure is due to the simplicity of the underlying pair HMM and due to that it is a close relative of both the Smith-Waterman algorithm and BLAST, all of which implement affine gap penalties and are highly popular. Quite surprisingly, despite the natural formulation of the resulting theoretical Markov chain problem, computationally efficient solutions related to it had only been provided for the special case of binary i.i.d. processes (Pekoz et al. 1995) . Inspired by some of the techniques of Pekoz et al.
(1995), we have solved the problem. As a result, we can compute the probabilities emanating from our problem formulation efficiently. Note that we are aware that there are alignment procedures that may employ more suitable indel models (see section 1.1). However, our choice of alignment method is justified by that the affected scientific communities are still quite inconclusive. Lacking general insight about indels, benchmarking of indel models can also be an issue. Available datasets usually refer to highly specific instances. Moreover, the computational efficiency of the respective alignment methods often is inferior. All of this comes in addition to that alignments with affine gap penalties can be considered to be part of the standard bioinformatics toolkit that is in use among most biologists.
The problem of indel length significance can be cast analogously to that of identifying statistically significant alignment scores. The corresponding frameworks (Karlin and Altschul 1990; Dembo and Karlin 1991) provide reliable statistics even if empirical statistics, due to insufficient amounts of data, are not applicable, a problem that we face as well.
We have demonstrated the validity and the usefulness of our assessment machinery by conducting the following study, which points out the correlation between statistically significantly long indels and functional divergence. Note that by the following workflow, we decorrelate our findings from the standard parameters such as alignment identity/similarity, such that differences in functional similarity are indeed due to indel length.
1. Compute sufficient amounts of suitable homologous protein pairs (see section 3 for details).
2. Collect homologous pairs into bins such that, within one bin, pairs have equal alignment identity and/or similarity scores.
3. Within each of the score bins, compare functional similarity of pairs that contain significantly long indels (Indel pairs) and pairs that do not (Non-Indel pairs). Hereby, the statistical significance of indel length is conditioned on the bin under consideration which results in a decorrelation from score values.
We opted to compare paralogous protein pairs (paralogs) in the model organism E. Coli K12. This has been motivated by our particular interest in studying bacterial organisms. We recall that in prokaryotes, in addition to the classical transfer of genetic material from parent to offspring, other phenomena can be responsible for mutational changes. For example, horizontal gene transfer, that is, transfer of genetic material between arbitrary prokaryotic cells, sometimes of different species, has been made responsible for the rapid development of drug resistance (Lake and Riveral 1999; Hsiao et al. 2005) . Our choice was also motivated by laying some of the computational foundations of a novel large-scale approach to drug target search by extending the previous works of ; Nandan et al. (2007) . The definition of Indel and Non-Indel protein pairs then was done by means of our novel pair HMM based framework. A final challenge in this study then was to provide a large-scale applicable definition of functional similarity between protein pairs. Here, we opted to measure functional similarity by the use of GO based distances, as recently suggested (Lord et al. 2003; Schlicker et al. 2006) . See section 2.4 for details.
As a result, we found that Indel protein pairs are significantly less functionally similar than Non-Indel pairs, although being of similar alignment scores. Note that, thanks to our arrangements concerning the identity/similarity bins, differences in functional similarity cannot be due to differences in the standard alignment parameters. Therefore, this study strongly suggests that indels, as evolutionary sequence variation, contribute significantly more to functional changes in the affected proteins than substitutions only. We recall that alignment similarity is defined to be the percentage of alignment positions that are either identical or refer to pairings of highly similar amino acids, as usually defined. Hence, the same amount of non-identical (resp. highly unsimilar) positions either contain significant indels or significant amounts of substitutions resp. significant amounts of pairings of unsimilar amino acids. Combining these facts, note that, within a bin where all alignments are of equal alignment similarity, it is more likely to see a truly evolutionary, sizable, indel among the mismatch positions in case of an Indel alignment whereas in a Non-Indel alignment it is more likely to see exclusively non-sizable indels, if at all. As mentioned above, this correlation is quite intuitive. However, we have, for the first time, quantified this based on a sound, formal framework. By confirming this hypothesis, we point out that our methodology can be indeed employed to rapidly filter large amounts of alignments relative to functional similarity/divergence.
Related Work
While amino acid substitution is an evolutionary process that is reliably covered by the classical dynamic programming alignment procedures, realistic computational models for indels have re-mained an insufficiently solved problem. There are sound indel studies both for DNA, (Thorne et al. 1992; Gu and Li 1995; Lunter et al. 2007 ) and proteins (Benner et al. 1993; Qian and Goldstein 2001; Chang et al. 2004; Pang et al. 2005 ) that establish more appropriate mathematical models for insertions and deletions. However, models have usually been inferred for highly specific datasets and slightly contradict each other such that they are not generally applicable. Note that it has recently been demonstrated that, by computing probabilistic alignments (e.g. Do et al. (2005) ; Kaell et al. (2005) ) one can get rid of alignment artifacts that are common to classical high-score alignments with affine gap penalties ). However, corresponding software hasn't gained the level of practical attention it would deserve from a theoretical point of view. An additional clue to the unreliability of indels in alignments resulting from the existing algorithms is that they can be substantially different (Dewey et al. 2006) .
Methods

Indel Length Statistics: Problem Description
The driving problem is described by the following scenario. Let
be a set of pairs of sequences over a common alphabet Σ. The alphabet Σ will later be identified with the set of amino acids and sets T will contain pairs of proteins of interest. Let A be an alignment procedure and
be the length of the alignment of x = x 1 ...x m , y = y 1 ...y n resp. the length of the largest indel that can be found in the alignment, as computed by A. We are interested in the probabilities
that the largest indel in the alignment of x and y is greater than k or, equivalently, that the alignment contains an indel of length at least k, given that x and y have been drawn from T such that the alignment of x and y is of length n.
Indel Length Probability (ILP) Problem
Compute the probability that an indel of length at least k occurs in the alignment, as computed by A, of a pair of sequences x, y that have been drawn randomly from a pool of sequence pairs T .
Input:
A pair of sequences x, y, a pool of pairs of sequences T such that (x, y) ∈ T , an alignment algorithm A and an integer k.
Output:
Clearly, probabilities P n,T (I A,d (x, y) ≥ k) depend on n and also on T if, for example, T contains all protein pairs that yield a similar alignment score. Note that the score statistics problem refers to replacing I A (x, y) by S A (x, y), the alignment score attributed to an alignment of x and y computed by A. In the case of database searches, pools T then may refer to all alignments where x = x 0 in all pairs (x, y) , for a single protein x o . We will refer to the problem of computing probabilities of the type (3) as the indel length probability (ILP) problem.
Why do simpler approaches fail Imagine to sort alignments into different bins where bins would contain alignments of equal length and other criteria of interest in order to obtain empirical statistics. However, this would fail for the very same reasons that have justified the development of statistical frameworks that can assess score significance-numbers of alignments that would support such empirical statistics are much too small in most conceivable real-world scenarios. In our case, we screened an entire bacterial organism in order to demonstrate the benefits of our framework (see section 3) and found between 25 and 5200 protein pairs in a pool of statistically significant (in terms of SW score) alignments whose alignment similarity was to be contained with 
Pair HMMs
We consider the ILP problem for A computing Needleman-Wunsch like global alignments with affine gap penalties (Needleman and Wunsch 1970; Gotoh 1982) , as we are interested in statistics for paralogs which have been inferred by globally aligning all proteins in E. coli. Pair HMMs provide an approach to computing global alignments with affine gap penalties which is equivalent to the dynamic programming approach of Needleman-Wunsch. As pair HMMs are standard, we only give a brief description here and refer the reader to Durbin et al. (1998) for details.
Consider the pair HMM in Figure 1 . It generates alignments by traversing the hidden states according to state transition probabilities (parameterized by p and q) and emitting pairs of symbols according to emission probability distributions attached to the "hidden" states, i. e. matches/mismatches from the 'M' state by producing a pair of symbols x i , y j with probability p x i y j and symbols paired with gaps from states 'X' and 'Y'. Upon termination of the run through the hidden states, one has obtained an alignment of two sequences x = x 1 ...x m , y = y 1 ...y n , according to the sequence of symbol/gap pairs that had been generated along the run.
As is well known (Durbin et al. 1998 ), a Needleman-Wunsch alignment with affine gap penalties of two sequences x = x 1 ...x m , y = y 1 ...y n can be obtained by computing the most likely sequence of hidden states (the Viterbi path) that yields an alignment of the two sequences by emitting suitable combinations of symbols along the run. Note that we can neglect transition probabilities referring to start and end states as they do not affect our further considerations.
Owing to the formulation of the ILP problem, we are only interested in statistics on sequences of hidden states, namely in probabilities referring to lengths of consecutive runs with either the 'X' or the 'Y' state. Therefore, we can direct our attention to the Markov chain of Figure 1 which has been obtained from the pair HMM by collapsing the hidden states 'X' and 'Y' of the pair HMM into the 'Indel' state of the Markov chain. The Markov chain generates sequences over the alphabet
Consider now C n,k , the set of sequences over the alphabet § of length n that contain a consecutive ′ I ′ stretch of length at least k. We suggest the following procedure in order to provide good
1: Align all sequence pairs from T .
2: Infer p and q by training the pair HMM with the alignments.
3: n ← length of the alignment of x and y 4: Compute P (C n,k ), the probability that the Markov chain generates a sequence from C n,k .
The idea of step 1 and 2 is to design a pair HMM that generates alignments from the pool T . This is straightforwardly achieved by a "Viterbi training", which reduces to counting 'Match'-to-'Match' and 'Indel'-to-'Indel' transitions in the alignments under consideration to provide maximum likelihood estimates for the derived Markov chain, (the full pair HMM, including its emission proability distributions, is only of virtual interest). The reasoning is that any statistics on the "Viterbi trained" pair HMM, thanks to the relationships with the Needleman-Wunsch procedure, will yield good approximations to alignment Viterbi statistics. Similarly to our approach, the core idea of training models derived from pair HMMs to replace Viterbi statistics by generative statistics has also been successfully employed to model alignment features in a comparative genomics study on human-mouse DNA alignments ).
In sum, computing P n,T (I A (x, y) ≥ k) has been translated to computing the probability P (C n,k ) that the Markov chain generates a sequence from C n,k . However, surprisingly, efficient computation and/or closed formulas for probabilities of the type P (C n,k ) have not been available in the literature so far. While related issues are currently an area of active research (Bassino et al. 2008; Nicodeme 2008) , results addressing our problem have only been available for i.i.d. processes (Pekoz et al. 1995; Fu and Koutras 1994) .
Efficient Computation of P (C n,k )
Imagine that, as usual, we have collected the Markov chain parameters, as given by Figure 1 into a state transition probability matrix and an initial probability distribution
That is, state 1 corresponds to the 'Indel' state and state 2 corresponds to the 'Match' state. The initial distribution reflects that we assume that an alignment always starts from a 'Match' state (by adding a match to the alignment at the artificial position 0), in order to take into account that starting a global alignment with a gap is scored with a gap opening penalty just as if coming from a 'Match' state. For example, according to the laws that govern a Markov chain, the probability of being in state 1 at position t in a sequence generated by the Markov chain is
We first would like to point out that naive approaches to computing P (C n,k ) fail. For example, let
be the set of sequences that contain a consecutive 'Indel' run of length k, stretching over positions
and proceeding by inclusion-exclusion leads to
Consider
that is, the term in equation (9) . Even in case that terms of the type
could be retrieved in constant time, computing P (C n,k ) would amount to an overall running time
This is clearly intractable for reasonable choices of n (alignment length) and k (indel size).
Efficient computation of these probabilities is facilitated by the following trick which has been adopted from related work on i.i.d. processes (Pekoz et al. 1995) . Instead of B t,k , consider
the set of sequences that have a run of state 1 of length k that not only stretches from positions t to t + k − 1 as before, but also ends at position t + k − 1, that is, the run is followed by a visit of state 2 at position t + k. If the run of 1's stretches over the last k positions, we set
That is, D n−k+1,k is just the set of sequences that contain a stretch of k 1's at the last k positions.
According to elementary Markov chain theory, one obtains
where the second case just follows from (13). Clearly, as for the B t,k 's (8),
For technical convenience, we further define
and
where the sum reflects summing over partitions of the integer l into m positive, not necessarily different, integers s i . Furthermore, we set
Note further that the intersection of D t 1 ,k and D t 2 ,k is empty if t 2 − t 1 ≤ k ( * ) and that, after a run which is terminated by a visit of state 2, the resulting distribution over the states coincides with the initial probability distribution π = (0.0, 1.0) T which corresponds to being in a 'Match' state ( * * ).
This leads to the computation
where the first case in the third equation follows from the defining property of a Markov chain.
Note that on the right hand side of the equations, computations need to be adjusted for the special case of t j+1 = n−k+1 (hence t j+1 +k = n, which is the last position in the sequences consdidered.
In particular, in the fourth equation a 21 has to be replaced by 1 if t j+1 = n − k + 1. We set
and proceed by inclusion-exclusion, which, in a first step, yields
where the second equation follows from an inductive expansion of (19) and that the probability of an intersection of more than ⌊ n+1 k+1
⌋ different events of the type D t,k is zero, which equally follows from (19). Note that the enumerator n + 1 in ⌊ n+1 k+1
⌋ is due to adding a position n + 1 at the end in order to account for that D n+k−1,k , virtually being of length k (see (14)) can also be taken as an event of length k + 1. In the third line the sum reflects summing over all combinations of integers whose sum does not exceed n + 1 − mk, which follows from adjusting the summation to the s j .
We further proceed by computing
and, in the second line, a 21 has to be replaced by 1 in a factor with t m = n − k + 1 ( * * ) (note that this is equivalent to s 1 + ... + s m = n + 1 − mk), referring to the the special event D n−k+1,k (see (14)), which is correctly accounted for by the summand with Q n+1−mk,m in the fourth line.
The consequences of the above computations can be summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. The full table of values
Proof. We observe the recursive relationships
which yields that, by a standard dynamic programming procedure, the ensemble of the 
which follows from (22). ⋄
Functional Similarity
The main problem of quantification of functional similarity between proteins is the complexity that is inherent to a description of function. The basis of quantifying functional similarity thus needs to be a well defined and structured description of protein function in a global cellular context.
Gene Ontology (GO) (GO Consortium 2000) is such a structured description of functional annotation. It has been reliably used in innumerable studies since its introduction to the bioinformatics community. GO is rapidly growing and has become the vocabulary standard for biological ontologies.
Thanks to its organization, GO can be easily described. Mainly, it consists of three "orthogonal" taxonomies (aspects) that contain terms to describe attributes related to 1. molecular function, 2. biological process and 3. cellular component.
A gene product is associated with a term if the term applies to the product. As a consequence, a gene product can be identified with a subset of terms. Seen from the point of view of formal organization, GO is designed as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). This allows to link the terms associated with the gene products via the two relationships "is-a" and "part-of". In this vein, a gene product can be identified with a directed acyclic subgraph in the complete GO DAG.
A variety of studies have been concerned with quantification of functional similarity based on comparison of GO terms. For example, in an early independent, theoretical approach to measure annotational similarity, the shortest distance had been proposed (Rada et al. 1989 ). This method can be improved by considering weights for the edges in appropriate ways. Lord et al. (2003) have proposed semantic similarity measures for GO. They define similarity of two GO terms as a function of its information content which, in turn, is correlated to the amount of gene products the terms are associated with. Building upon this definition, semantic similarity can be measured in different ways (Jiang and Conrad 1997; Lin 1998; Resnik 1999) .
Subsequently, a variety of follow-up approaches have been proposed to define similarity between two proteins/gene products. Namely, protein similarity is obtained as the arithmetic average of all semantic similarities between the terms associated with the two proteins (Lord et al. 2003) , as the maximum of all similarities (Sevilla et al. 2005) or the average over all similarities of terms to their most similar partner from the other protein (Schlicker et al. 2006 ).
In parallel, a variety of, partly comparative, studies on the correlation of semantic similarity and biological measures of similarity that can be safely relied on as, say, protein family membership, have confirmed the validity of these approaches (Sevilla et al. 2005; Couto et al. 2007 ). Pesquita et al. (2007) present a study that shows that the semantic similarity measure described by Resnik (1999) is, relative to a variety of aspects, the best measure overall. Moreover, it accounts for more specific differences between terms as the employed scale of similarity has a higher resolution.
Therefore, we have opted to define functional similarity between two proteins as an extension of the semantic similarity measure given by Resnik (1999) to protein similarity, as described by Schlicker et al. (2006) .
Results
Data, Alignment Method and Markov Chain Parameters
We downloaded the full set of 4342 proteins of E.coli K12 as well as from the Uniprot database (Uniprot Consortium 2007). To calculate pairwise global alignments we used the "GGSEARCH"
tool from the FASTA sequence comparison package (Pearson and Lipman 1988) . As a substitution matrix, BLOSUM50 (default) was used. GGSEARCH implements the classical NeedlemanWunsch alignment algorithm with affine gap penalties.
We discarded all alignments below 50% alignment similarity of less than 20% identity and an E-value of greater than 10 −1 (as computed by GGSEARCH) to ensure homology to a satisfying degree while staying with sufficient amounts of data for the subsequent training procedure. By this selection procedure, we obtained about 8300 aligned protein pairs.
The quantities that are commonly used to assess protein similarity are alignment identity and aligment similarity. Identity is the percentage of identical positions in the alignment whereas alignment similarity is the percentage of alignment positions of identical or highly similar amino acid pairings (Pearson and Lipman 1988) . Low alignment similarity is either due to indels or badly matching amino acids and, therefore, alignment similarity is correlated to number and size of insertions and deletions. In order to decorrelate our results from alignment similarity to a maximum degree, we grouped the alignments into ten different pools, according to their similarity scores, and inferred the parameters of the corresponding Markov chains, according to the procedure described in subsec. 2.2. See table 1 for Markov chain parameters of the different pools. Table 1 Note that such a decorrelation procedure is essential as otherwise results might be due to differences in alignment similarity and not the occurrence of indels, thereby obfuscating our study.
As a consequence, our results will confirm that insertions and deletions yield more significant differences in functional similarity than substitutions, independent of the alignment identity and similarity scores. Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the values q which reflect the probabilities of extending gaps do not change significantly across the bins. This is in accordance with the idea that the number of indels increases with larger evolutionary distance while it is unlikely that existing indels will be further extended in the course of evolution. We would also point out that the q for the alignments of highest alignment similarity (95% − 99%) highly likely is due to too little amounts of alignments in that bin.
After training, we further removed alignments of an E-value of more than 10 −6 . To have kept those alignments for training reflects the idea of training the statistical models also with potential "alignment noise". However, in the following, we are interested in alignments that truly reflect paralogous relationships between proteins. Therefore, we will refer to the remaining protein pairs as paralogous protein pairs. Furthermore, we will collect paralogous protein pairs where both proteins have GO annotations into the set O ("Overall"). Alignment Identity "Indels_0.050000" "Indels_0.100000" "Indels_0.250000" "Overall"
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Figure 2: GO Similarity (y-axis) vs. alignment identity (x-axis) for alignments containing indels according to varying significance levels Tables 2, 3, 4. For each alignment identity level, we collected all alignments of at least the identity level under consideration. We then considered the following subsets of "Indel alignments" where we denote the length of the alignment of a paralogous protein pair (x, y) resp. the maximal indel length in that alignment by n(x, y) resp. k(x, y). We recall that O is the set of all annotated paralogous protein pairs.
We treated I1 alignments exclusively as they contained large indels that seemingly have different evolutionary explanations, hence different functional consequences than the alignments in I2, I3
and I4. For example, we found that some of the I1 alignments referred to two aligned multidomain proteins where in one of the proteins a domain was missing. We then computed average GO similarity values as described in section 2.4 for all of the three GO taxonomies. Results are displayed in the figures (FunctionVsIdentity.eps, ProcessVsIdentity.eps, ComponentVsIdentity.eps) (I2 = Indels 0.050000, I3 = Indels 0.100000, I4 = Indels 0.250000) and in tables 2,3 and 4. In Figure 2 one can see that, in all three GO categories, functional similarity is lower for indel alignments than on average. Moreover, functional similarity decreases while statistical significance of the insertions and deletions increases. In general, T-tests, as displayed in the columns on the right in the tables 2,3 and 4 show the statistical significance of these findings. At around 37.5% alignment identity, results become insignificant in all three categories. This confirms that above the twilight zone, structural hence functional similarity can be safely assumed (Rost 1999) .
As a last point, we observe that I1 alignments behave different in terms of functional similarity.
While GO-Function-Similarity increases and even surpasses average functional similarity with increasing identity levels, it tends to zero in the categories Process and Component. An explanation of this contradictory phenomenon might be fluctuations due to missing GO annotations and little amounts of data in general.
In general, these results confirm that functional divergence is greater in protein pairs whose alignments contain statistically significant indels than in pairs whose alignments do not contain such indels, hence more likely do not contain indels of truly evolutionary origin.
Assessment of Functional Similarity
Tables 5, 6, 7.
In order to demonstrate that statistically significant indels can add to the assessment of functional similarity of paralogous protein pairs, we demonstrate that an assessment based on the common alignment parameters identity and similarity alone can be significantly improved by incorporating indel statistics. Therefore, we have grouped the paralogous protein pairs into bins of equal alignment similarity such that, within a bin, alignments did not differ by more than 5% alignment similarity. Results are displayed in tables 5,6 and 7. In these tables, the first column indicates the bin under consideration. The second column indicates the significance level of the indel alignments, as defined in (24). The fourth and fifth column show the average alignment identity and alignment similarity of the alignments considered. The sixth column shows the GO similarity whereas the last column shows the T-test results.
As before, GO similarity is lower for indel alignments in general and decreases while the significance level decreases. The most relevant insight of these tables is that both alignment identity as well as alignment similarity are on par within the bins. This means that indel alignments are as similar, in terms of alignment similarity and identity, as average alignments from that bin. However, GO similarity is still significantly lower for the indel alignments than for the average alignments.
This points out that functional divergence is significantly greater in indel alignments than in average alignments, although both indel and average alignments are of equal alignment similarity and identity. This clearly is a clue to that indel statistics can be used for improved assessment of functional similarity of protein pairs. Tables 8, 9 , 10
Non-Indel Alignments
In order to collect "Non-Indel alignments", we considered, for each alignment identity level, all alignments of at least the identity level under consideration. We then considered the following subsets of "Non-Indel alignments" where we again denote the length of the alignment of a paralogous protein pair (x, y) resp. the maximal indel length in that alignment by n(x, y) resp. k(x, y).
We recall that O is the set of all annotated paralogous protein pairs.
Note that the quantity
is just the probability that an alignment does not contain an indel of size larger than k. We found that a choice of θ N I = 0.33 was a good trade-off between sufficient amounts of aligments and discrimination in functional similarity. Figure 3: GO Similarity (y-axis) vs. alignment identity (x-axis) for alignments, statistically significantly, containing only small indels Results are displayed in tables 8, 9 and 10 as well as in Figure 3 . In the GO category "Function" we found that functional similarity for proteins that, statistically significantly, did not contain large indels of length greater than 4 are, statistically significantly, functionally more similar. However, for alignments that contained indels of larger sizes, increased functional similarity was not observed. This confirms earlier results of Fechteler et al. (1995) who found that indels of length 5 or 6 induced observable structural changes in the proteins. In the categories "Process" and "Component" these effects were not observed. However, also here, alignments that, to a statistically significant degree, only contained relatively short indels were found to be functionally more similar as well. It might be interesting to add that, here, indels never exceeded a length of 8. As can be further seen, results become insignificant at alignment identity levels of around 35%, which is similar to the observations for "Indel alignments" in the subsections above.
In general, these results indicate that indel statistics can also be employed to identify alignments where participating proteins are functionally more similar than in general which is correlated to those alignments not containing sizable indels.
Discussion and Outlook
We have conducted a large-scale study on the correlation of the occurrence of indels in the alignments of paralogous proteins in E. coli and their functional similarity. We have demonstrated that the occurrence of indels of statistically significant length is correlated to lower functional similarity of the aligned protein pairs, although the compared protein pairs had similar alignment scores.
Functional similarity was measured by recently suggested GO based functional distance measures.
For an analytical treatment of indel significance, we have developed a statistically sound and computationally efficient strategy, based on pair HMMs. With it, we can separate true indel alignments from "indel noise" introduced by the classical dynamic programming procedures. This problem is analogous to that of computation of significance levels for alignment scores, usually obtained according to the Dembo-Altschul-Karlin statistics (Karlin and Altschul 1990; Dembo and Karlin 1991) . However, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of indel significance had not been addressed before.
Future work will be to finetune our statistical model, as was done for alignment scores (Altschul and Gish 1996) . Models for indels in local alignments will also be developed. Moreover, as probabilistic alignments tend to reduce the amount of alignment gap artifacts, it should be worthwhile to develop similar methods for them as well.
Truly biomedical issues will also be addressed. For example, indel studies can analogously be conducted for orthologous protein pairs. A large-scale comparison of orthologous pairs of proteins from human and pathogens potentially will reveal new drug targets, as has already been demonstrated Nandan et al. 2007 ). 
